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Our Agenda

● April 26th - Segment #1: Overview of the PWR Act; Transitional English 
Philosophy; Competencies & Policies Document

● May 3rd - Segment #2: Community College Partnerships, Approval Process & 
Documentation for Transitional English

● May 17th - Segment #3: Instructional Shifts

● May 24th - Segment #4: Getting Started: Part 1

● May 31st - Segment #5: Getting Started: Part 2



Groups of 5-6 5-8 minutes

Directions:
Review the resources to build a common vision and language that were 
introduced last session:

1. Regional literacy practices survey
2. Creating the vision: review of released items and OER 

samples
3. Competency close reading reading activity
4. Competency/KPI Crosswalk
5. Draft competency rubric

Discuss which tools you like the most & how they might benefit your 
work/partnership. Discuss additional tools you may be using. 

Identify one person to write some takeaways in the chat upon 
return to whole group.

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1Bynm6XztyHFwQ2Pgqgh3XMLMBVNaFA5gZVVNL5XrRDs/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1K8yPDYW4r-aoALDIGkMJTkSmUhtnfUpJfKIC4Dw6_fo/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1f6ry8kISI3k_FpWFKLb5OUFmCuGTSCw3rZMMlf4keqs/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16osW1VaCnyxAWsk9Zrms4MQVlQmZtXi1/view?usp=sharing


Getting Started Part 2

Segment #5 
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Framing & Reflective Questions

In this segment, reflect on the following:

◎ How has my local work and/or partnership framed planning 
conversations? Where are we at with planning and implementation?

◎ Does my present work in Transitional English thoughtfully incorporate 
and address content competencies, process competencies, critical 
thinking, relevance, and metacognition in an intentional and cohesive 
fashion?

◎ How strong is my reading, writing, critical thinking connection?
◎ What high leverage instructional strategies am I using to increase 

success and confidence in my students?



Themes & Text 
Sets



Themes & Text 
Sets



Reading & Writing Strategies

What reading and writing strategies will you use to 
promote access and differentiate instruction?

What graphic organizers or “thinking sheets/resources” 
will you agree to use?
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What are some of your favorite strategies?
Frayer Models - Vocab

CRAAP test (sources)



Addressing Process Skills & Competencies 
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Planning and 
Monitoring

Questioning- Students work with question stems to create questions based on 
their readings and frequently reflect on complex issues through Mental 
Mondays activities to develop short writing prompts. 

Reading- Beginning the first week, students slowly work on sustained reading. 
Moving from 5 to 10 and eventually to 15 minutes or more. Pre-reading 
strategies like TAG (Topic, audience, author, genre) and frames for argument 
essays which emphasize claims, choices, appeals, tone, and structure are used 
to help students annotate the texts effectively. 

Writing- Before writing major essays, students learn various brainstorming 
techniques and analyze samples to see common structures and choices. They 
set goals using the skills we have discussed, based on teacher feedback on 
previous lessons. After writing, students reflect on their process using specific 
language from the rubric. This also includes reflection on their use of time 
during writing. 



Addressing Process Skills & Competencies 
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Self 
Reflection

Students make connections between course materials and their own lived 
experiences in each unit. This is built into the Content Competencies and will be 
expected of students routinely. Because so much of the course requires 
students to evaluate and synthesize materials by other authors, students are 
constantly engaged in reflective practice. Using the They Say, I Say format by 
Gerald Graff is one way students will learn to do this. Major writing tasks in 
TELA require multiple drafts, which means students engage in reflection on 
their writing decisions as part of the process. Drafting/editing/revising thought 
processes will be extensively modeled by the teacher during the first unit, 
followed by the implementation of peer review and individual conferencing 
(student-led to the greatest possible extent) in subsequent units. Further, on 
major writing tasks, students will complete a writing process reflection provided 
by the teacher and will conference with the teacher about their written reflection.



Units of 
Instruction

Unit templates inspired by Building 21 
units. 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1bZVX3GYQ1tgzNAVlh3cSVRYXaOK4DBFUJY2st88qLWI/edit?usp=sharing


Additional Strategies to Promote Process Skills & 
Competencies

Think-Pair-Share
Give One, Get One
Concentric Circles
Chalk Talk
Fishbowl Strategy
Socratic Seminar
Question Formulation Technique
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Groups of 5-6 10 minutes

Directions:
1. Using what you have learned in the past 

several session, review slides 17-25. 
2. Discuss one or more of the following: How are 

the competencies & KPIs addressed? How does 
this unit align to planning consideration? What 
additional ideas, questions, or considerations 
do you have after reviewing? Where would 
these pieces live on the template?

Identify one person to write some takeaways in the 
chat upon return to whole group.
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Compelling or Essential Question

What does it mean to be successful? 
What role does failure play in success?



Unit Overview & Relevance

Whereas Unit 1 tends to be focused primarily on the present (as if asking a 
student Who are you now?), Unit 2 looks forward and asks Who do you want 
to be? 
Using a study of various perspectives and media, students analyze the 
concept of success from multiple angles. Their continuous reflections, 
analyses, and syntheses on/of these perspectives build a nuanced 
understanding that is ultimately expressed in a multi-draft essay. 
Forward-thinking students with clear and confident visions of the future are 
more likely to set and achieve appropriate goals, manage their own lives/time 
successfully, advocate for themselves during times of trouble, and otherwise 
contribute productively to their worlds.
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Content Competencies

Reading - 1a-b; 2a-b; 3a-b, e-f; 4a-f 
Writing - 1a-d; 2a-d; 3a-e 
Critical Thinking (Reading) - 1a-g; 2a-b 
Critical Thinking (Writing) - 1a-h; 2a-b
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Major Texts & Tools

◎ “A Man Who Ate His Own 
Head” by Paul Pedroza 

◎ “The Hill We Climb” by 
Amanda Gorman 

◎ Media and literature outlets 
including but not limited to 
BBC, Commonlit, CNN, 
Newsela, The New York Times, 
TED, and TIME, including 
op-eds and narrative 
nonfiction  

◎ They Say / I Say by Gerald 
Graff 

◎
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◎ Graphic Organizers for 
Reading

◎ Music by artists including but 
not limited to Kendrick 
Lamar, J. Cole, Elton John, 
Queen, Lin Manuel Miranda, 
and Marvin Gaye 

◎ Outliers by Malcolm Gladwell 
◎ Reading/Reflection journals 

(paper notebooks to be 
distributed by teacher)



Writing Progression

Because the nature of the Major Writing task for this unit relies extremely heavily 
on evidence from course texts, students are prepared for this in advance and begin 
synthesizing perspectives on success with the teacherʼs guidance and extensive 
modeling. 
This is a new skill for students; Unit 1 involves a great deal of structured, 
scaffolded analysis of individual texts in isolation given the theme of identity. 
In Unit 2, by contrast, students are regularly asked to pit authorial perspectives 
against one another and use evidence to make claims about which perspectives 
are best. In performing individual text analyses and multi-text syntheses, students 
take and refer to structured notes, again under the teacherʼs supervision and 
modeling. 
Responses to individual texts become more independent on the part of students in 
this unit
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Research

Success research project: Interview a successful figure in oneʼs life 
Success research project: Research a public figure 
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Major Writing Task

Process-Analysis Essay: What does it take to be successful? 
Using examples from unit texts as the steps in your process, prioritize 
and describe what is required in order to be successful. Your process 
analysis should refer to at least three readings from the unit. 
3 pages/750 words minimum.
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Integration of Writing

For all Major Writing tasks, students are required to produce multi-draft essays. As 
such, each unit includes a direct focus on organizing, drafting, providing and 
receiving feedback, and editing (Writing 2a-d) in its concluding weeks. 
These concepts become the subjects of informal Process Competency reflection 
between major writing tasks. 
Throughout each unit, students produce short (roughly one page) responses to 
course text following structures from They Say, I Say. In doing so, they are required 
to make direct reference to and perform analysis of those course texts. As such, 
each unit includes repeated, scaffolded instruction on evidence selection, 
explanation, and citation (Writing 3a-e).
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Integration of Writing

For all Major Writing tasks, students are required to synthesize evidence from 
multiple course texts of their choosing. In some cases, they may also conduct, 
evaluate, and reference information found in their own research. As such, each 
unit includes a direct focus on evidence selection, explanation, and citation 
(Writing 3a-e) in its concluding weeks.
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State Resources Created 
to Date

Transitional English Best fit Profile for 
Schools & Students
Annotated Unit Template
Text Set Guidance
Partnership Work Samples
Annotated Unit Template

Coming: 
LAP Checklist
Annotated Approved Course
Student Survey
Resource List

https://edsystemsniu.org/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2021/11/Transitional-English-Best-Fit-Profile-for-Schools-and-Students.pdf
https://edsystemsniu.org/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2021/11/Transitional-English-Best-Fit-Profile-for-Schools-and-Students.pdf
https://edsystemsniu.org/transitional-english-resources/
https://edsystemsniu.org/wp-content/uploads/dlm_uploads/2021/12/TELA-Text-Set-Guidance-.pdf
https://edsystemsniu.org/transitional-english-resources/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1rWWJNP1mKc7KQfYZd_j71wYLWklXTZchFoYIwQ2eomc/edit?usp=sharing

